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Binomial Adverbs



Binomial adverbs

Binomials

• Type “X conjunction Y”, with X and Y having the same part of
speech (‘drag and drop’, ‘zwicken und zwacken’, ‘liso y llano’)1

• Typically use coordinating conjunctions (coordinated binomials)
• Called repetitions or echoics if X = Y (‘little by little’, ‘io come io’)

Multi-word adverbs

• Any multi-word expression that acts as an adverb (‘à petit feu’,
‘from tip to toe’, ‘mot pour mot’, ‘en un abrir y cerrar de ojos’)

• Also referred to as adverbial phrases

Binomial adverbs

• Type “X conjunction Y”, with X and Y being adverbs (‘ici et là’)
1Most examples taken from (Müller 2009).
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Multi-word adverbs (polirematiche avverbiali)

Table taken from (Voghera 2004).
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Coordinated binomials (binomi coordinati)

Examples following the pattern [(L) [A]X L [B]X]Y taken from (Masini 2008).
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Problems for NLP tools

• Part-of-speech tagging for binomial adverbs (and for multi-word
adverbs in general) is o ten erroneous:2

“by and large” frequency

ADP CONJ ADV 145
ADV CONJ ADP 15
ADV CONJ ADV 1

• This is due to similar surface forms of different parts of speech
(homographs), e.g. German ‘ab’, French ‘haut’, Swedish ‘i’

• Potential errors propagate the subsequent processing steps
• Word alignment has problem identifying the sequence as a
single unit as there are frequently several translation variants

2Correcting these errors can improve NLP pipelines (Volk, Clematide, et al. 2016).
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Our Corpus



Source

Europarl (version 7)

• Comprises transcript of the European Parliament sittings
• Contains numerous errors
• Has originally been compiled for training SMT systems
• Provides (reliable) alignment at the level of individual sittings

CoStEP (Corrected & Structured Europarl Corpus)3

• Bases on the Europarl corpus
• Has undergone extensive cleaning
• Comprises ≈ 87% of the original corpus material
• Provides alignment of speaker turns and additional speaker
information (manually added)

3(Graën, Batinic, and Volk 2014); http://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/costep
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Preparation

Our corpus (version 9)

• Comprises ≈ 150 000 speaker turns from CoStEP in 16 languages;
altogether ≈ 450 million tokens

• Tokenization with our own multilingual tokenizer Cutter;4
sentence segmentation based on tokenization tags

• Part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization with the TreeTagger
and its featured language models

• Pairwise sentence alignment with hunalign and word alignment
with four different word aligners (Berkeley Aligner, GIZA++,
fast_align and efmaral)

• For this application, we use only bidirectional alignments that
are supported by several word aligners

4(Graën, Bertamini, and Volk 2018); http://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/cutter
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Corpus example from Multilingwis5

5(Graën, Sandoz, and Volk 2017); https://pub.cl.uzh.ch/purl/multilingwis
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Candidate Selection from Corpus



Approach

1. We do not rely on part-of-speech tagging to identify candidates
for binomial adverbs

2. Instead, we compile list of all word forms that have ever been
tagged as adverb and conjunction, respectively, in six languages:
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Swedish

3. We then calculate different measures as indicators for
idiomaticity and use them to rank the candidates
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Mutual information score

• “Amount of mutual information” that two observations share
• For binomial adverbs “X C Y”, mutual information is calculated as:

MI(X, C, Y) = log2
N · f(X, C, Y)
f(X, C) · f(C, Y)

• Highest mutual information scores achieved by infrequent
binomials (‘officiellement ou officieusement’, ‘prima e/o dopo’,
‘ayer u hoy’, ‘inward and outward’)

• Mutual information has proven useful in ruling out improbable
candidates for binomial adverbs (Volk and Graën 2017)
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Local mutual information score

• Like the regular mutual information score, but rewards frequent
binomials by multiplying with the frequency of the binomial

• Local mutual information is calculated as:

local-MI(X, C, Y) = f(X, C, Y) · log2
N · f(X, C, Y)
f(X, C) · f(C, Y)
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Simple log-likelihood measure

• Derived from the likelihood-ratio test6

• Simple log-likelihood is calculated as:

simple-ll(X, C, Y) =

2
(
f(X, C, Y) · log N · f(X, C, Y)

f(X, C) · f(C, Y) −
(
f(X, C, Y)− f(X, C) · f(C, Y)

N

))
• Local mutual information and simple log-likelihood yield similar
results with regard to the top-ranked binomial candidates

6All three measures are explained and compared in (Evert 2008).
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Comparison of frequencies (MI)
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Comparison of frequencies (simple-ll )
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Irreversibility score

• The irreversibility score (Mollin 2014) is the ratio of the given
order of adverbs in relation to both possible orders

• The irreversibility score is calculated as:

irr-score(X, C, Y) = f(X, C, Y)
f(X, C, Y) + f(Y, C, X)

• For repetitions, the irreversibility score is defined to be 1
• Examples:

candidate frequency irr-score

more or less 868 100%

politiskt och ekonomiskt 142 57,3%
ekonomiskt och politiskt 106 42,7%
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Single word translation variants

• If a candidate is translated with a single word to another
language, chances are that it is a binomial adverb

• Translation correspondences can be approximated by word
alignment

• We rank single word correspondences and give the most
frequent word form together with its most frequent part of
speech, e.g. for German “nach wie vor”:

language translation frequency PoS

en still 945/4507 99% ADV
es sigue 582/4507 100% VERB
sv fortfarande 1630/4507 100% ADV
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Example of single word translation variants
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Entropy-based immediate context

• Some binomial adverbs form part of a larger multi-word adverb
• We try to identify those larger units by investigating the
immediate le t and right context of a binomial candidate

• For both le t and right context we calculate three measures:
relative entropy, relative and absolute frequency of the word
form in question, e.g. for “ores et déjà” we get:

context entropy word form rel. freq. abs. freq.

le t 0.0204 d’ 96,7% 1148
right 0.4617 , 7,9% 94

• If the entropy is lower than 0.2, the relative frequency is greater
than 25%, and we see at least 5 occurrences of the respective
word form, we add it to the expression (‘d’ores et déjà’, ‘tanto
antes como ahora’, ‘so on and so forth’)
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Conclusions
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False positives
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Limitations and outlook

• We currently filter out candidates that are never tagged as ADV
CONJ ADV, and we are missing some known German binomial
adverbs (‘eh und je’, ‘ab und zu’, ‘durch und durch’)

• We find 18 out of 21 binomial adverbs given in (Mollin 2014), but
several hundreds more

• Judging whether a candidate is idiomatic or composed is
difficult (even for native speakers); we plan to collect multiple
judgments via crowd sourcing

• All our lists compiled so far are available for download
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Lists of binomial adverb candidates
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